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WELVE STUDENTS OF JOURNALISM FROM THE VOIONMAA MEDIA INSTITUTE, FINLAND, VISITED
REPUBLIC OF SAN MARINO FOR ONE WEEK IN SPRING 2012 FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THEIR LIFE – AND
FOUND MANY FASCINATING PERSPECTIVES ON THIS CHARMING SMALL COUNTRY AND THE SPIRIT OF
SAMMARINESE

Look photos, videos and links with control (Ctrl) + click!

Day 1: Finding our way from Finland to San Marino

First with Ryanair from Tampere airport to
Pisa. After one night at the famous Royal Victoria Hotel via train to Rimini and then one
hour bus ride with Autolinea Internazionale
to Republic of San Marino!

Day 2: Finding history - Museo Di Stato, State Museum
Today was the first, whole day at Repubblica Di San Marino. We got up to the capital city to visit Museo Di Stato.
Museo Di Stato is the national museum of San Marino. It is located right in the city center. You can find there for
example San Marinos own old measures and coins (San Marino uses euros, although is not part of EU). There is
also a wide collection of paintings that tell interesting stories about important saints of San Marino. It is easy to
go through this museum, since they have good guides in English. It is also free to visit Museo di Stato.

In Museo di Stato tourists can really see how important the three towers are to Sammarinese.
You can see the towers almost in every painting and item.
I particularly got interested about one, brutal
painting that had a woman and man in it. The
woman was going to hit a nail through the man’s
head. I wonder, is that what happens if a
Sammarinese man cheats his woman?
Go and see yourself, what you think about it!

Inga-Maaret Aikioniemi

Day 2: At restaurant Cantina di Bacco

Day 2: Finding Palazzo Pubblico and secret water tanks
The other place we visited today after Museo di Stato was Palazzo Pubblico. Sammarinese calls it ’‘the heart of San
Marino.’’ It is the official government building as well as a town hall of the capital city. Palazzo Pubblico was built
between 1884 and 1894 by an architect Francesco Azzurri. On 30 September 1996 place was completely restorated
and renovated.
From the outside Palazzo Pubblico appear to be a plain beige building made from rocks which has a big clock tower.
We were lucky that we actually visited, not only on inside of the building, but also on the balcony. On the first of April
and the first of October the names of the two Captains Regent are announced on that same balcony. And yes, this
republic has two presidents at the same time. It was a shame that a thick fog did completely block our view from the
balcony.
The most important part of Palazzo Pubblico is the Council Hall where all political ceremonies are being held. At the
Council Hall you can see the wall painting of Saint Marinus which is the saint of the republic. In this colorful painting he
holds a paper which states his last words.

Palazzo Pubblico conceals the big secret inside: water tanks! They are really old: building the tanks started 1471 and
they were completed 1478. During the hard times these tanks were filled with rainwater because there aren’t any big
rivers or lakes with fresh water in San Marino. To make sure that the water inside the tanks was clean enough to drink,
they put a goldfish into it. If the fish survived the water was drinkable. How clever is that!

Nowadays San Marino has a brand new water system. It was built in 1961 with the money given by the United States.
This means that the empty water tanks in Palazzo Pubblico are now just a spooky, cold and concrete place.

The visit in Palazzo Pubblico was really fascinating. We learned so much about this small but brave country. We own
our special thanks to our friendly guard Davide Battistini who guided us through wonderful history of San Marino.

Ninni Ahonen

Day 3: Finding wines of San Marino
Winemaking in San Marino dates back for 700 years, and it still represents tradition, culture and history of this territory.
We spent a beautiful forenoon finding the magic of it all. Consorzio Vini Tipici di San Marino in Borgo Maggiore is the best
and only wine producer in San Marino. 51% of the company is owned by the state, which makes it even more special. It is
also a guarantee of high quality.

San Marino is located somewhat 400m over sea level. This fact combined with climate and temperature changes
enhances that a maximum of flavor is sealed inside the grapes. Altogether there’s 300 acres of vineyards in San
Marino, which are taken care of by independent owners.
This small company makes all different types of wines, from light and fruity whites to rich red wines aged in small
oak barrels.
Mr. Paul Andolina, who guided us through
the day, was very professional and made us
feel that we are welcome, we really felt
that he has his heart in his job. It was
fascinating to peek inside the secrets of
winemaking, to take a look at all the steps
of production.

We had the honor to visit one of the wine producers and take a look at their vineyards. The rolling hills enclosed
a peaceful valley really made us speechless. We were surrounded by harmony, and we all felt like time had
stopped for a moment. There’s no other option than to respect the agricultural way of living in San Marino. Every
single step from pruning and growing the grapes to the moment of tasting the readymade wine is controlled and
taken well care of. These wines are made with love and understanding.
Alma Onali, Heta Tuppurainen, Siiri Krouvila and Ninni Ahonen

Day 3: At restaurant Righi

Day 3: Finding Art
There’s more to San Marino than just shopping. To fulfill your cultural hunger in San Marino is easy. From old
catholic paintings made in the 17th century to contemporary art, it’s all there. Gallery of Modern and
Contemporary Art has a large collection of different types of art, not only from already famous artists, but also
from rising young artists as well.
National Museum San Marino holds archaeological finds from the Neolithic period to the Early Middle Ages. A
collection of paintings with catholic influences is worth of seeing. Some of the paintings have representations of
the Sammarinese symbols, the three towers or Sammarinese saints. These pieces show that San Marino has had a
strong identity already for many centuries.

Da Hopper a Warhol-exhibition at Palazzo Sums is a very fascinating and beautiful installation, presenting art from
very famous 20th century artists. Paintings by Jackson Pollock, Arshile Gorky, Roy Lichtenstein, Edward Hopper and
Andy Warhol (just to mention a few) are glorious and well selected to fit in the same room. Too bad there weren’t
any English introductions of the painters or the paintings. The exhibition really caught my full attention, I could’ve
spent hours inspecting these fine masterpieces. Finding such diamonds in San Marino was a very positive surprise.
Alma Onali

Day 4: Finding shopping
Shopping in San Marino proved to be very different than we originally thought.
The famous ”Neon Mile” , which starts right when you first enter San Marino, was a big disappointment for us four
shopaholic girls. We had dreamed about shoes and nice clothes but everything we found there was way out of our
price range. All the shops were more like little boutiques than big stores which we had hoped for.
The one thing that caught our attention on Neon Mile was the huge music stores. They were full of musical
instruments from guitars to pianos and saxophones. Shelves were bending by the weight of sheet music. These
shops are definitely worth visiting for even though you just want to look around.
Our absolute favorite was the ”Thursday Market” in the old centre on Borgo Maggiore. This market has been held
hundreds of years at the same place, only the merchandise has changed. Back in the days this was just a food
market, nowadays you can get almost everything from shoes to flowers and leather wallets. Thursday morning at
the market was also a great time and location to just gaze at people and the scenery.

La Citta is full of little shops but they are quite a tourist traps. You have to do a little searching work to find the
best places. We fell in love with wonderful aromas in ”la Saponeria del Titano”, the little soap shop opposite of
The National Museum of San Marino. If you want to refresh your language skills you ought to pay a visit to
”Systembolaget”, liquor store owned by a charming gentleman who in addition to Italian masters English, Swedish,
Finnish and probably many other languages.
Heta Tuppurainen

At Borgo Maggiore Thursday market

Day 4: From Borgo Maggiore to Città with Funivia

Day 4: Finding Montegiardino, part I
Montegiardino is a tiny and very peaceful city with a population about 760 people. If you like calm atmosphere
and nature this city is for you. Rooster crows, birds sing and church bells ring.
Ride into town takes about 30 minutes by bus from San Marino city center. On the way you can enjoy beautiful
views and you get better picture of the country.
There is basic services café, post office, hotel, bank and church. It’s good to buy food beforehand from other
cities because there is no market or restaurant in Montegiardino.

The café offer snacks, drinks, cigarettes and sweets. You can see the capital from all over the country. There is
great view to Mount Titano and the three towers.
Bus drives back and forth San Marino city and Montegiardino three times daily. We found tickets for the local
buses only in a Tabbacheria at Viale Federico d'Urbino near Piazzale della Stazione in Cittá!
Miina Linnakangas

Day 4: Finding Montegiardino, part II, and the 2nd tower, Cesta
Montegiardino is a beautiful little town about 15km away from the Citta di San Marino. You can hardly find
any other peaceful and warm-hearted place as Montegiardino is. The name of this town actually means a
mountain garden. The old town is small and surrounded by stone wall. Hearing the birds singing while walking

through the narrow streets of Montegiardino is an experience everyone should have. I felt a little jealous to
the people living there.
The old town includes one hotel, post office and church. I can imagine an evening in a silent Montegiardino
and a glass of wine in the hotel’s terrace, wouldn’t that make a perfect holiday? We also saw the cutest dog
that ran in a circle around the city. I guess, the little dog was the mighty guard of the Montegiardino.
After a fast and fierce bus trip back to the Citta Di San Marino (these bus drivers are crazy!) we visited the
second tower of three towers of San Marino. The view from the tower is great and the gun museum in the
tower worth to see. I mean, how on earth were they able to hold so big guns and swords? The guards must
have had big muscles. Did you know that San Marino has never been in a war since the 13 th century? The
guards and the towers are built for the security of the citizens. I sure could not have been a guard since being
afraid of heights.
Inga-Maaret Aikioniemi

Day 4: Finding the towers of Città

Day 5: Finding Ferrari
When I first heard that there is a Ferrari museum, Maranello Rosso, in San Marino, it immediately became my
mission to visit it at some point of our trip. I had no idea about the details like how many cars they have or which
Ferrari cars they do have. None of that really mattered though; it’s the name Ferrari that pretty much guarantees
a memorable visit for a car fan.

Getting to Maranello Rosso wasn’t actually as hard as we thought. The bus from San Marino to Rimini drives past
the place and there’s even a bus stop close to the museum. Just make sure you walk along the highway until you
see the building, otherwise you’ll get lost (just like us).
It was surprisingly quiet when we got inside the museum. You would think that a place like this is full of
petrolheads and tourists all the time, but we were the only ones there. The guide Alessio Vetrano (who at first
seemed to be the only one working there) was seemingly surprised and happy to see that so many people (four..)
coming at once. After explaining what we were doing there and hearing that no video or voice recording is
allowed, we were ready to start a guided tour through the museum.

I can’t go into much detail about the tour because I was completely overwhelmed by all the historical and
emotional detail about each individual car. This is maybe the only place on Earth where you can see how Ferrari
evolved through the years by seeing these beautiful cars next to each other. Alessio Vetrano, our guide, has been
doing this for 20 years but he was excited and passionate like he started yesterday.
Perhaps the most emotional story is the one behind the car named after Enzo Ferrari’s son, Alfredo “Dino” Ferrari
who died at the age of 24 for Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Dino was the one responsible for designing the six-

cylinder engine that was eventually used in the car. Sadly he never lived to see his engine in use but his work will
never be forgotten inside the Ferrari family.
I don’t know if it was the classical music that was played inside the museum, or all the beautiful stories that we
were just told but when we climbed to the second floor where we could see all the cars at once, there was a good
10 minutes of us just leaning on the railing saying nothing. Finally someone was able to say “I have to admit, this
is quite emotional”. This was agreed by all of us and we slowly began to head towards the exit. Maybe an old
cliché but I’m going to say it anyway: These are not just cars.
Markus Kanta-oksa

Day 5: Finding local food
Today we visited Museo della Civilta Contadina which is a traditional Sammarinese house. This specific house is
mentioned in the first documents about San Marino so it’s really old. The house isn’t completely in its original
shape but it has been renovated to look similar as before. The house had three big rooms as well storage, cellar
and a stable. I was really impressed how beautiful the house was. There was such a warm atmosphere and the
materials used to build it were beautiful warm- colored stones and wood. The house felt so cozy.

I think Sammarinese were really ahead of their time. The house was full of utensils which were designed in such
ingenious ways. For example in the bedroom they had a washbasin: first they used the water to wash their face
and after that they poured the water into another container and used it again to wash their feet. Water was
highly valued so they were, of course, very careful not to waste it.
What also impressed me were the fabrics they made with a handloom. Not only the cotton textiles were really
well done but also they decorated these natural white textiles with wonderful prints. These prints were pressed
on the fabric by using wooden stamps. Common prints were flowers, the three towers of San Marino and also st.
Antomo, the protector of the animals. Only colors were yellow, made from iron, and blue color, which was made
from plants. I think these fabrics were actually really inspiring.
With the handloom they made all the tablecloths, napkins, bed sheets et cetera what they needed by themselves.
Clothes and shoes were bought from the market, presumably from Borgo Maggiore. Money was very rare so
when they needed something they weren’t able to make themselves they exchanged their own products—eggs
and wine—to shoes and clothes or whatever was needed. I was surprised they didn’t make clothes or shoes from
leather. How did they survive winter? (By the way, in the early 20th century they actually made summer shoes
from tires.)
After walking around the house we got to find out about the local food production. I think it’s interesting and also
very important to know local food production when you’re traveling. Terra di San Marino is an association of local
producers and farmers. If you ran into products that are marked with this brand you can be sure it’s local and
produced with a consideration of nature and quality. They produce wheat, milk and cheese, olive oil, wine and
herbs.
Terra di San Marino wants to really take care of the quality of their products, they want people to know what
good food actually is and means—now people are exposed to commercials which are trying to convince

consumers to believe that the food they offer is the best one when it actually isn’t. They want to change this
wrong impression people have.
There is one organic farm in San Marino. They primarily produce olive oil. Another organic farm is starting to
produce vegetables. This sounds quite a small business but we learned that there isn’t factory farming in San
Marino so even if the products don’t have the certification of organic food it can be considered organic. You can
find local meat from groceries, 50% of the meat in San Marino is locally produced and almost all the milk and
wine is produced locally.

After the lecture we had a food tasting. We tasted local olive oil which I highly recommend to buy with you back
home as well as wine. This local wine is one of the best wines I’ve ever tasted and it’s insanely cheap!! Make sure you
have big enough travelling bags with you or you will face a huge problem when you want to bring this wine for every
relative, friend and a neighbor back home. And finally good news for beer-lovers: beer is the most fashionable drink
in San Marino at the moment so luckily they have their own little brewery too!
Meri Vainiomäki

Day 5: Finding the University (and students) of San Marino

Day 5: Finding food – for a vegan
San Marino’s restaurants offer for vegan pastas, pizzas, salads, grilled vegetables and some soups. There is
no real vegetarian restaurant in San Marino. Tell to waitress your diet and he will tell you which food is
suitable for you. If you don’t find anything from the menu you can ask own portion example pasta (without
egg) with asparagus and mushrooms. Every waitress doesn’t speak English so it is good if you have in Italian
what you don’t eat. For a dessert vegan can find fruit salad, strawberries and delicious thick hot chocolate
with water. Best markets for vegan are outside San Marino city. From big markets you can find falafel, tofu
and seitan.
Miina Linnakangas

Day 5: At restaurant La Fratta

Day 6: Finding cool music shop in San Marino
Neon mile is the place where you can find many different shops. Visit at a little vintage shop was exciting, but the
real adventure started when I walked in Marino Baldacci, the sound instruments store in Atlante, shopping centre
in Neon mile. What a place! The store itself was big and wide and there were instruments all over. Pianos, violins,
drums, trumpets... and even notes and percussions like tablas were placed all over the shop so you could see all
of the beautiful shapes and details. The shop assistant Daniele Bartolini had noticed me and my friends and was
obviously curious to know what we were looking for.

I thought it would be nice to introduce myself so I told I am a former batterista and play guitar and piano as well.
Bartolini smiled and hinted something on the left side of me. That something on the left side was an enormous
collection of guitars and basses! There were too many kinds of instruments to count and I felt like child in candy
store. Mostly all of guitars were absolutely beautiful, electric and acoustic, and they all were in good condition,
despite Bartolini explained that some of the guitars were used. Some of them had even been owned by famous
musicians. - People come here with an old guitar, buy a new one and leave the old here.
I was absolutely enchanted and a bit sad about the fact that I hadn't got money to buy one of those fantastic
guitars. So I decided that I will be back someday. The place is perfect for orchestra players and also friends of pop
music and pop music instruments. The staff was friendly and especially Bartolini left me smiling because his love
for guitars was so pure. That gentleman was a real personality! I recommend Marino Baldacci to everyone who
loves music. Those instruments in that shop are not only instruments: Especially guitars have unique spirit in
them.
Linnea Lönnfors

Day 6: Finding the gothic aspects of the Republic of San Marino
Part one: Going around the capital, shopping and weird places
There are more than antiques, red wine and the poetic Italian language for visitors of The Republic of San Marino.
There are plenty of gothic aspects and intriguing little details that give the nation a darker vibe. If you are not into
eating gelato while sunbathing, there are plenty of other things to do as well.

Part two: Finding landscapes, shopping, music and joy in storming weather
The first things you notice in La Citta San Marino are of course the towers and high walls. The city itself is on an
abrupt hill so the view is incredible – no matter if you are inside the town or looking at it from afar. If a bad
weather strikes, a gothier visitor might actually enjoy the mystical mist and mighty thunder.

The medieval thing is somewhat popular amongst goths so visiting the towers and museums is worth doing. If you
are really into history, I highly recommend the Medieval Festival and medieval shop in Borgo Maggiore. Visiting
the smaller towns also gives you a chance to peek at wild gardens and houses covered in vines. We were able to
spot a lot of cats running free and let's face it – goth reeeeaaally dig cats.
While walking around the towns narrow alleys I spotted some skull jewellery, absinthe, airsoft weapons and The
Nightmare Before Christmas -merchandise which I know a lot of my gothic friends are into. If you are more of a
nerd, the ghost plush toys from the eighties video game Pac-Man might interest you as well.
I don't know the same DJ plays in Il Barriorio-bar at Borgo Maggiore often, but when I gave the place I visit I was
delighted to hear songs from the eighties. Punk rock and new wave was a welcome surprise also.

Part three: Finding the water tanks underneath the city
In the beginning of our visit our class got a chance to visit the water tanks used during the Second World War.
Back in the day, the water tanks secured the self-sufficiency of Sammarinese people. Now they were just a moist
concrete hall with an eerie feeling.

The lack of natural light and the hollow echo of the chambers really made me shiver. There has been some talk
about using the space for art shows and I think it the best way to use the tanks accordingly. The only problem is
the entranceways, since the tanks lay under the parliament house. I'm hoping to see this idea in action really
soon.

Part four: Finding the Graveyard
Our teacher said he likes to visit graveyards while travelling so we gave it a go at the end of our visit. I must agree
with him, the Sammarinean graveyard really was different from Finnish ones so I guess it describes the culture a
bit. The entrance to the cemetery was more of a holy place with square garden and roman pillars. There was a
lion statue guarding the peace. While walking on the marble floors I also noticed that the underlying catacombs
had skylights. Weird, yet fascinating!

The graves itself were almost carnevalistic to me. The amount of colorful flowers and photos of the deceased
made me think about the Mexican day of the dead. It seems like not every culture is dead serious (pun not
intended) about the afterlife. The cemetery was more like a celebration of the past lives than a place of mourning.
There were butterflies flying around and some bees gathering pollen from the flower arrangements. While a
mother was taking care of some grave, her daughter blowed soap bubbles that floated freely on the hauntingly
beautiful summery sky.

Part five: Finding the Gothic Aspects of San Marino part two: Museums
The catholic culture always provokes weird feelings in me. I really like the influence the faith has had in art, even
though the Catholic Church really has a twisted history. The architecture in church is really beautiful as well. Skulls
and other symbols of the end of life were everywhere around churches and art shows. I myself decided to leave
the more sophisticated art galleries with old paintings to our art team and visit some bizarre, smaller exhibitions.

Part six: Finding the Museum of Torture
The most powerful experience for me was the Museo Delle Cere Strumenti di Tortura, the Museum of Torture. I
visited the museum during a thunderstorm that gave the visit a unique soundtrack. The museum introduces some
of the sickest instruments of torture ever used. Most of the devices and methods are connected to the inquisition
and witch hunts.

It felt weird, that the museum had no age limit, since me, a 25 year old adult was utterly shocked by the
exhibition. The museum staff has made excellent background work and there was plenty of information to be
read everywhere. Maybe it was the textual parts of the exhibition that made me feel uncomfortable and the
visiting kids were just thrilled to see the iron maiden etc. The fact that many of the instruments of torture were
specially designed to hurt women had an influence on me too.
The inventors of these devices must really have known human anatomy to figure out the amount of pain they
were causing. What really made me feel awful was to hear that many of these machines are still in use in some
countries. Processing all this made me feel like I want to get back to some human rights activism. The least I could
do is to join Amnesty International. Even though I experienced a lot of mixed up feelings, I think the exhibition
was educational and necessary. The vivid images the museum gave me will probably haunt my dreams for a while.

Part seven: Finding the Museum of Curiosities
The Museo Delle Curiositá, the Museum of Curiosities featured some of the same artifacts as the Torture
Museum. Otherwise it was a much pleasant visit. The exhibitions is located in three floors and mostly contains
historical oddities, wax doll models of world record winners (tallest man ever, the most long-bearded man ever
etc), weird outfits and other bizarre things.
You really had to read the text descriptions of the exhibition pieces to know exactly what you were looking at. The
weird piano songs on the background fitted the scenery well. This exhibition was good entertainment for me.

There was some kinkier stuff that you might not want your kids to read. If you're a conservative type of a person,
at least.

Part eight: Finding Vampires and Werewolves
Creature Della Notte: Vampiri & Lycantropi -exhibition was also interesting. Once again, the Sammarinean
museum staff had gathered loads of information and it was all available in English. Most of these were about
myths, urban legends and real historical events. I myself was really into vampires and werewolves as a kid, but I
learned plenty of new stuff. The exhibition mainly focuses on wax dolls and art pieces.

The place was a little like a ghost train. We were afraid that some of the dolls would actually come alive and scare
us! The whole exhibition was in a completely black space and some walls had blood spatters on them. It was
really cool to speculate the origins of the vampiric myths while listening to medieval-like tunes.
I was not able to fit a visit to the Reptilium Aquarium into my schedule, but it's good to know that there is one. To
sum it up: there are plenty of places worth visiting for a gothic tourist.
Leena Pihkala
Abandoned old railway tunnel near cemetery of Città

Day 6: Finding party
There is one place to go in San Marino if you want to find a good party and local people. We found it closer than
we thought: pub called Il Birraio is located right at the downstairs of the hostel San Marino. It is open almost
every day from about 7 p.m. till 3 a.m.

We really got surprised on Thursday evening when we decided to have a drink at Il Birraio. The pub was totally full
of partying Sammarinese, which we didn’t expect at all. So, on Friday we dressed up and went to party. We were
lucky to enjoy some live music, since there was an X-factor elimination trial. Dancing, some cheap drinks and
getting to know the locals made the evening. After losing their shyness, Sammarinese people seemed to be open
and nice company to hang around.
We were surprised again on Saturday evening, our last night in San Marino. There’s certainly nothing more ironic
than getting into bed early (since being so tired of the Friday’s party) and almost falling asleep, when suddenly the
band starts playing right under our room. Well, we love music, but trying to fall asleep, while the band plays The
Simpsons theme as a lullaby, feels quite weird and hilarious at the same time. So, once more we got downstairs
for hour or two to see a cover band and enjoy the last evening in San Marino.
Inga-Maaret Aikioniemi

Day 7: Finding local food in Chiesanuova
At Saturday morning I and three of my friends travelled to Chiesanuova, which is a little town in San Marino. The
wind was cold but the sun encouraged us to step out of the autobus. After a couple meters walk we suddenly
arrived at a little marketplace. There were lots of people selling and buying things like food, clothes, flowers and
shoes.

There was joy and friendliness in air and I felt a bit stupid while I was standing in silence next to laughing and
chatting Sammarinese people. I noticed a man with a craft stall, picked up my Italian dictionary and asked his
fresh ham's price. I bought 100g of ham with price of 2 euros. And the taste was fantastic! There were spices on
the edges and the ham itself was juicy and soft. It was absolutely delicious to eat.

Another food I introduced to myself (and my friends) was "pesce fritto", fried seafood. It contained fish, octopus
and prawns fried in sunflower oil. The nice old lady behind the selling desk smiled at me kindly and was perhaps a
bit amused when I asked for pesce fritto with my poor Italian. Other people in queue were staring at me openly
and for a second I felt like a panda in the zoo. Then I noticed that all people were smiling appropriative.
Pesce fritto tasted also like heaven. I am not the biggest fan of prawns but in pesce fritto they fitted great. The
seafood was crunchy and well salted. Afterwards my mouth tasted a bit too greasy but it wasn't a problem for
me. After all, the greasy fast food that we eat often in Europe is ten times greasier than pesce fritto. And pesce
fritto tasted really good. No junk.
In afternoon we visited nice little cafeteria next to the marketplace. Before that we had been in a little walk
where we went across Italian border and back to the San Marino.

So we were all happy when we arrived inside the cafe. I enjoyed my espresso and was bewildered when I found
out that the price of my cup was only 50 cents. That was ridiculously cheap! But I think Sammarinese coffee is one
of best coffees I have ever tasted.
Linnea Lönnfors

Day 7: Finding the bus connections
During the week we traveled a lot on buses. The bus drivers were nice and welcoming, and they drove calmly on
the seemingly scary serpentine roads. We took most of our trips on an international line that runs from Rimini,
Italy to San Marino. It was an easy way to get from our hostel in Borgo Maggiore to San Marino Cittá. For 1,30 €
the ten-minute bus ride isn't only fast, it's cheap too.
The price level of public transportation is really low in San Marino. A ride from Rimini to San Marino Cittá takes
less than an hour and costs only four euros, and traveling on the national bus lines is even cheaper. Though the
buses are cheap, they run unfortunately rarely. The international line runs almost hourly. This works well for
tourists spending the day in San Marino, but feels frustrating for those staying in the country taking trips
elsewhere. The last buses also leave too early; during the winter just after 7pm and during the summer around
8.30pm.

There aren't really sidewalks and cars drive by extremely fast so walking felt life-threatening at times. Because the
buses stop running so early we couldn't really leave the hostel area after seven. After a few failed attempts to
walk about we decided it'd be preferable to travel on wheels in San Marino.
Siiri Krouvila

Day 7: Some thoughts after one week in San Marino
I’ve been thinking a lot of why there is so small amount of travelers who actually stay in San Marino for more than
a day or one night. For me there are a lot of interesting things, history, people (I can’t praise the local people
enough, Sammarinese are one of the most welcoming and friendliest people I have met), food and architecture to
find in here. I feel these few-hour tourists miss a lot! Still I can also understand those who find it hard to stay here
a longer time and find out what San Marino is really like. When you first arrive to the center of Cittá San Marino
you find these tourist shops full of junk and liquor stores that sell insanely cheap booze. No wonder some tourists
just settle for this.
I think it would make a lot of sense if San Marino realized to offer the skills and the talent their university students
have. University of San Marino is focused on design and that makes me wonder: why don’t these students
establish shops where they could sell their art and designs? Government of San Marino should help in this
because I really believe that this could be a great way to get more travelers here, especially young adults. Quality,
personality and tradition are what San Marino could and should offer more! Also, I hope they will start selling
those beautiful textiles and fabrics and the wooden stamps that were made few hundred years ago (you can read
about them in ‘Finding food/history/tradition’ part)! 
Meri Vainiomäki

Day 7: Leaving San Marino

Our last meeting at the restaurant La Terrazza. Then back to Finland - ci vediamo, San Marino!

